Abstract—Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) Technology in combination with Interactive Storytelling (IS) enables the design of new kinds of technology enhanced learning and entertainment applications. The existing pedagogical research as well as the available Interactive Storytelling MAR (ISMAR) Serious Games are rather limited. This is mainly because of the difficulties of MAR applications development and the complexity of IS authoring. The paper works on the direction to improve this situation exploring the combination of a) rapid prototype development methodology based on MAR authoring tools and b) the definition of IS genres which could serve as templates and guide the ISMAR design. In the paper, key concepts are presented, existing successful examples of MAR Serious Games are analyzed in order to extract their narration genre features, available tools for MAR rapid authoring are introduced, and afterwards the design, development and first evaluation of a prototype ISMAR Serious Game is presented. The paper contributes to the bridging of learning design, IS, and AR technology research communities and facilitates feature interdisciplinary research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices with considerable computing power such as smartphones, tablet PCs and iPads are becoming more and more widespread and accessible [16]. In addition, Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) technology matures, making feasible new kinds of applications with great potential for learning and entertainment. MAR apps take advantage of the awareness of time, position, and user state context for digital interaction with the environment [13], [18], [19]. This kind of applications dynamically overlay digital information on the natural environment, enhancing the interaction with space, natural or structured. MAR technology does not only concern the information delivery and other utilitarian applications but it also affects learning (formal and informal) and recreation activities for students, residents and visitors of certain locations. These applications could be described as a special kind of serious games, namely location depended MAR serious games [18]. Serious games are one of the most popular choices for spending free time [4]. MAR technology has great potential in education and entertainment applications [13]. MAR serious games are obviously consistent with the situated learning theory [20] which advocates that learning is more effective through collaborative authentic problem solving, in the natural environment where the constructed knowledge is used. In addition, according to [3], MAR learning applications can also support the mixture of modern student centered pedagogical approaches including: a) constructivist learning, b) situated learning, c) game based learning and d) inquiry-based learning for the creation of rich and author authentic, and contextualized learning experiences. These experiences in turn help the students form their own learning paths, engage, immerse and interact meaningfully via digital narratives and virtual role identities.

In parallel, Interactive Storytelling (IS) [27] [5] is gaining increasing attention by Humanities Informatics, Digital Games Based Learning and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) research communities. This is mainly because the location dependence and context awareness of the MAR technologies facilitates new kinds of IS applications [23]. Interactive Storytelling MAR (ISMAR) applications are complex and demanding interdisciplinary projects which need the collaboration of humanities and technology experts. This paper focuses on ISMAR Serious Games, aiming to facilitate their learning design and research while exploring the feasibility of the rapid prototype methodology for ISMAR design and development.

In the paper, firstly, Interactive Storytelling and its relation to learning is briefly introduced, then a short introduction of Mobile Augmented Reality is made, followed by successful examples of MAR Serious Games which are reviewed and their design features are analyzed. Subsequently, MAR development technology is explored and available rapid authoring tools are presented, which are required for the rapid prototype methodology to be feasible. Thereafter, the design of an ISMAR Serious Game prototype named “Rhodes K-nights” is described. The game serves as an evidence of rapid prototyping feasibility for ISMAR learning applications as well as an illustration of the use of narrative genres for the guidance of successful mobile interactive storytelling design for learning. “Rhodes K-nights” will serve as a case study for learning designers training and future research. Game analysis is followed by the description of experimental evaluation of the pilot game by seven college students of the University of the Aegean. The paper ends with summary and discussion.

The paper aims to facilitate the bridging of the learning design community with the mobile augmented reality
learning and interactive storytelling ones, in order to extend the ISMAR learning applications and research. To achieve this goal, the authors study the combination of low threshold and high ceiling MAR development technology with effective methodology of ISMAR learning design, based on well-defined genres of narration and sound pedagogical approaches.

II. INTERACTIVE STORYTELLING AND LEARNING

Story structures (sequences of events connected with cause and effect relationships) are considered fundamental building blocks of human mechanism for making meaning out of experience [1][2]. As a consequence, stories creation and understanding are significant epistemological tools for humans’ effort to organize their knowledge and make sense of their subjective reality, their self-concept, and the social environment. Bruner [1] distinguishes two modes of thought for the interpretation and understanding of the world and the social experiences. The first one, called the paradigmatic mode, is the scientific method for the logical categorization of the world. The second one, called the narrative mode, concerns the use of stories to make meaning of experiences. More specifically as Bruner [1] says: “the paradigmatic or logical-scientific one, attempts to fulfill the ideal of a formal, mathematical system of description and explanation. It employs categorization or conceptualization and the operations by which categories are established, instantiated, idealized, and related to one another to form a system.” (p. 12). The narrative mode, as Bruner [1] explains, concerns stories about “human or humanlike intention and action and the vicissitudes and consequences that mark their course” (p. 13). Thus, stories store the personal explanations of the complex world of human intensions and their planning to achieve them. The two modes of thought are complementary and none of them can be reduced to the other. The significance of storytelling in teaching and learning is well known [9][17].

Applebee [34] advocates that the children enjoy and understand abstract and imaginary stories from their early age. This finding increases the scientific interest about understanding and creation of stories as an epistemological tool and learning method. The integration of a problem into a story structure helps student to address it successfully. This observation narrows the scope of applicability for widespread common beliefs about the cognitive development and the learning ability of the children. More specifically Egan mentions the contradictory results on the Piaget’s and Inhelder’s “three mountains experiment”, which examined spatial ability of children, from Martin Hughes, who implemented an equivalent experiment integrating the problem/task of the previous research into a story. Egan [9] believes that the construction of appropriate stories can be an alternative way of learning design. Recently, there is an increasing interest for digital storytelling, in the ICT enhanced learning research community [24][27][28]. Furthermore, interactive stories enable the reader/player to participate and affect the plot of the story, offering new types of narrations, more engaging and adaptive. Many researchers believe that digital interactive storytelling has the potential to become a premier art form of the 21st century but it is still in an infant stage of development [27]. Conventional stories present a static sequence of events connected by an also static chain of cause-effect relationship (plot). In contrast, interactive stories present a dynamic sequence of events and a nonlinear plot which is determined during the “reading” of the story according to the user’s actions and choices. The end of the story is not predetermined by the author and the story usually emerges during the narrative [5]. There are levels of interactivity for stories, from simple branching stories to fully dynamic plots based on sophisticated Artificial Intelligence techniques and narration models, e.g. the case of Façade [22]. The reading and the authoring of high quality interactive stories rise difficulties concerning their development but also their design methodology, since it is a high complexity and creative activity which varies significantly in comparison to traditional text composition [29]. More specifically, the design of educational interactive stories, demands the combination of writing and learning design capabilities. Furthermore the design of interactive storytelling for computer games faces even more complexities and concentrates the interest of many researchers and practitioners because of its significance in the modern digital media world [12]. The educational research concerning the interactive storytelling role in teaching and learning is fairly in its first steps. Interactive stories “reading” should not be considered an easy task since it is similar to hypertext reading and as [32] mentions, reader often become confused and disoriented. Furthermore the research shows that the composition of interactive hypermedia requires and simultaneously promotes high-level thinking [31]. Reference [30] mentions some preliminary positive results for the learning value of IS and proposes directions for future research including: a) Interaction and technology concerning the impact of new technologies and interaction paradigms e.g. the exploration of MAR technology impact to IS, b) Innovative narrative genres concerning the relation of narrative genre (e.g. quest, adventure game, etc.) to the learning efficiency of IS c) Context, impact and evaluation concerning the research about which context (e.g. school, outdoor etc.) is effective for IS based learning, how this effectiveness could be evaluated and how IS could be embedded efficiently and sustainably in education.

III. MOBILE AUGMENTED REALITY – NEW WAY OF MOBILE LEARNING

In parallel with the increasing interest for digital storytelling, a new genre of learning arises, the mobile learning (m-learning). The [35] states that in a survey of Educational Center Applied Research about Mobile IT in higher education, 67% of surveyed students use their mobile devices for academic activities, like access to educational content or interaction with their instructors and their colleagues. Moreover many researchers [35] argue that mobile learning is appropriate for both formal and informal learning. Mobile devices allow users to learn everywhere and anytime. The learning process goes along over the classroom and the house and takes place in most unlikely places like subway stations and public squares. Sandberg [36] believes that the current research in m-learning is affected by two major facts. The first one is the growing belief that the informal learning is as important as formal and the second one is the emerging technological capabilities such as location detection, internet access and multimedia presentation. These are some of the basic features that exploit augmented reality to dynamically overlay digital information on the natural environment, enhancing the interaction with urban, natural or structured space. Many re-
searchers have tried to define the term AR [33], [37], [38]. The authors form into Klopfers’ opinion [18], who argues that it is difficult to define exactly AR due to the fact that any definition could restrict the exact meaning. Any technology that combines real and digital information in meaningful way can be considered AR. In our case, our basic interest lays on mobile device applications and how they can be used in order to exploit the AR advantages for learning and entertainment purposes. The authors refer to these applications as MAR Applications. There are two basic categories of such technology: 1) Location based augmented reality based on GPS technology, which delivers digital information to user according to his/her real location, and 2) Vision based augmented reality, which demonstrates digital information recognizing real objects or QR codes which the user shoots through the camera of his/her mobile device.

Serious games for mobile devices can be combined with MAR technology providing new opportunities for entertainment and learning [33], [14]. Mobile technology allows the designers to include real places into the story fiction increasing the authenticity of the game and engaging the engagement of the players. The users have to collaborate or anticipate each other according to her/his role, visit real locations and collect virtual and real objects in order to solve the puzzles. Also, by overlaying digital content on real objects and places, the players can understand better scientific phenomena and connect them with real time situations, perceive the flow of dynamic systems, learn the history and culture of place and become more sensitive about environmental problems than in real classroom.

However, the cognitive demands and the difficulties of ISMAR Games design for learning need more research to be done in a depth that will permit their use by learning designers. Currently, the existing educational applications are rather very few in number [7]. The development of user friendly authoring tools for MAR Serious Games could help to increase the experimentation with the ISMAR design and development and could promote its understanding and pedagogical research. In addition, thorough analysis of existing successful applications is considered useful for better understanding of the craft along with recognition of design heuristics, patterns and best practices. As a result, this could help to describe general genres of interactive storytelling serious games which could be used as models or guidelines to increase the development of applications by educators, learning designers and writers. Such genres include: quests, adventure games, mystery games, treasure hunts, scavenger hunts, races, real world simulations, role playing games, time travels and journalistic games. In the following section, some well-known examples of MAR Serious Games are reviewed under this goal view. The aim of the authors is to find and/or develop exemplars of ISMAR learning applications for each genre, using rapid authoring tools in order to be able to familiarize e-learning designers with ISMAR applications design and development and to facilitate the educational research about the ISMAR relation to learning.

IV. Critical Review of Existing Applications

Since there are a few MAR Serious Games applications available and most of them are not designed as IS applications, despite the fact that include narration, we choose some well-known, documented in research and generally considered successful examples apps in order to review their Interactive Storytelling features. More specifically, except the general concept we are interested in the narration genre of the application, the subject of the learning goals, the research results about the application, and the technology used for the development.

A. Mentira

“Mentira” (http://www.mentira.org/) [14] is an example of location-based augmented reality game for Albuquerque city. Mentira combines narration, real facts, visual characters and real people. The purpose of the game is learning Spanish as a foreign language. According to the story, the players must solve a murder in Los Griegos, a Spanish-speaking neighborhood in Albuquerque, in USA. Not all the players have the same role in the game. According to her/his role, each player receives different information in the game. In order to solve the mystery the players have to interview fictional characters and to collect evidence from real places. The evidence is superimposed as digital information in the game location. Every player creates his own learning path in the story and collaborates with his teammates exchanging evidence to find the murderer. The findings of the game experimental study revealed that the most players showed increased interested about the place where the game takes place and about the participation in creating an extension of the game. The narration of the game is obviously a mystery; the game is collaborative using the “jigsaw” collaborative learning script [39]. The application has been implemented using special ARIS authoring tool.

B. Alien Contact

“Alien Contact” [6] is also a location based AR mystery game. The players try to solve a mystery about an alien spaceship which crashed just outside their classroom. Each player has his own role (chemist, cryptologist, computer hacker and FBI agent) in a team of four. Using a Dell mobile device with GPS they walked around the school field to gather evidence by interviewing virtual characters, collecting items and solving mathematical puzzles in order to find the solution. According to the research findings, the players enjoyed the use of new technologies such as smartphones and tablets, the opportunity that a school activity happened outside the classroom and the ability to collaborate with each other to collect data and exchange information due to their different roles. The role existence and the fictional narrative of the game have as result to activate a sense of a projective identity to players which increased the engagement and the immersion during the game [11]. Alien contact is characterized as AR Simulation by its designers and has been developed using professional AR development software rather than an authoring tool. The story of the application is again a mystery game. The application covers specific math and language learning standards.

C. Mad City Mystery

“Mad City Mystery” [26] was used to support learning in environmental science. The goal of the game is to investigate the cause of death of Ivan in University of Wisconsin-Madison near Lake Mendota. In order to do so, the players chose one of three roles (medical doctor, environmental specialist and government official) and investigated the area by visiting real and digital places, interviewing
digital characters and using virtual objects like digital newspapers etc. Depending on the role, different information is showed to the player. This implies that the participants have to collaborate, using a jigsaw collaboration script [39] to overcome the challenges of the game. It was strongly believed that the roles encouraged collaboration and that the place and narration engaged students in authentic situations, and helped them to transfer abstract scientific concepts into real life situations. The narration genre of the game is a mystery. The story is rather static, but the users may experience different narrations according to their choice of the sequence of places visited and agents interviewed.

D. Outbreak @ the Institute

The game “Outbreak @ the Institute” [25] was played across a university campus where the players were trying to identify the source of an infectious disease and protect the virtual citizens from getting infected. The players joined the game choosing among three different roles with different abilities which were Medical Doctors, Field Technicians and Public Health Officials. They interacted with virtual and real characters, made virtual diagnostic tests and administered medicines. The game used a probabilistic model of disease transmission to increase plausibility. This means that players and virtual characters could infect each other depending on game features which were invisible to players. There were not specific criteria of winning the game and instead of it, the players had to gather enough information and take the right decisions to limit the disease spreading in constrained time span. As a result, the progress of the game depended on players’ decisions, which means the storyline was not the same for all the participants. The findings revealed that the different roles fostered the collaboration and the communication among the students and made the game environment more authentic to them. Furthermore, the use of real locations superimposed of virtual characters and the open-ended challenge of the game increased the authenticity. The narration genre of the game is also a mystery, such as in the three previous examples, but the plot has a branching structure giving a more interactive story.

E. Frequency 1550

The “Frequency 1550” is a city mobile game enabling the players to learn about the history of Amsterdam [15]. The players are separated in teams of four of five and randomly assigned the identity of beggar or merchant. Each role has different abilities in the game. The objective is to gain citizenship in the city of Amsterdam by collecting 366 points. The players visit specific locations in Amsterdam. At each location they have to complete some challenges. More over the teams could come in confrontations and the winning team wins points from the losing team. In confrontations the roles are important. The participants can also disable the screens of the mobile devices of the opponents by sending them medieval rats. The results revealed that the most students enjoyed the game and gained higher scores on the knowledge test about medieval Amsterdam in comparison with students who implemented usual project learning activities. The game has a quest narration with time travel characteristics based on historical events in the city of Amsterdam. The game has developed using professional mobile and AR application development tools. The plot of the game story is rather linear but the competition among the teams permits emerging storylines as far as the user experience is concerned.

F. Ingress

Ingress is a massively multiplayer role play city game which uses location-based augmented reality. It is created by Google's Niantic Labs and is played both in Android and iOS devices. In the game, two factions fight each other to gain the control of the planet. The players have to visit locations with high cultural significance which are represented on the map of their mobile phone trying to create virtual triangular fields. As conclusion, the players are encouraged to explore important places such as monuments and landmarks where they meet other teammates who are near to them. The narration genre of the game is rather a long term on-going race with on-going plot and a science fiction theme with learning goals much more than the entertainment ones. The game was developed using a custom mix of technologies and far from the idea of a simple authoring tool.

G. Dow Day

“Dow Day” is a prototype game created using ARIS authoring tool in which the player takes the role of a news reporter and tries to investigate the different perceptions of virtual characters who participated in protests against Dow Chemical Corporation for making napalm for the war in 1967. The application uses a journalistic narration genre. Table I summarizes the main features of the reviewed games. Most games are based on the mystery narration genre which reveals as a quite popular plot model. The mystery structure is used in combination with collaborative inquiry pedagogical approach in which the jigsaw model of collaboration [39] is applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story genre and Structure</th>
<th>Social mode</th>
<th>Pedagogy</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Mystery, static, fiction</td>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>Collaborative Inquiry</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Mystery, static, science fiction</td>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>Collaborative Inquiry</td>
<td>Math’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Mystery, static, science fiction</td>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>Collaborative Inquiry</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Mystery, interactive, science fiction</td>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>Collaborative Inquiry</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Quest, static, history based fiction</td>
<td>Small group</td>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Race, emergent, on-going plot</td>
<td>MMORPG</td>
<td>Facts learning</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Journalistic, static, history based fiction</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Inquiry learning</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The users are “forced” to collaborate in order to solve the mystery because according to their role they have access to a separate part of the required information and/or competences. The narration seems non-linear to the player because he/she has the freedom to choose the sequence of “reading” the story parts but in reality it is quite static from the author’s point of view, thus facilitating story authoring. The themes of the stories are often fictional, based on science or history. Small group social mode is more manageable and compatible than formal education environments. As far as the topics are concerned, the
games show a great variety from math, science, language, history, geography and culture.

The review of the games gives evidence that the mystery narrative genre applied for fiction, in combination with the collaborative inquiry pedagogy, constitutes a popular and successful model for ISMAR Games design. A more systematic review will be implemented in the future to reveal more narration genres and IS design patterns. In addition, underrepresented narration genres will be used for the development of new ISMAR apps.

V. Rapid Authoring Tools for ISMAR Applications

The development of AR applications has evolved impressively. The first AR applications development was very hard because it required the mastering of several complicated technologies. Those applications were mostly experimental, proof of the concept demonstrations and their implementation was difficult to manage in terms of cost and development time. The advances of the component technologies and the spreading of mobile computational devices contributed to the evolution of the MAR development and deployment models. In 2008 the first AR browser (wikitude) appears, marking the passage from the isolated applications development to the model of AR authoring for browsers. Soon, several browsers follow (e.g. Aurasma, Layar, Junaco and BuildARetc) along with the competition of leading companies (Google, Apple, IBM, Microsoft) for the dominance of the browsers popularity. AR browsers facilitate the AR applications development because they provide easy to use API’s to the component technologies. The browsers provide also free access to royalty demanding technologies, making feasible the deployment of more applications. The authoring environments that accompany the browsers permit to users with lower technical background to develop quite complex MAR applications while at the same time they enable the rapid prototyping of more sophisticated ones [10]. Recently, ARIS and TaleBlazer are free authoring tools created by University of Wisconsin-Madison and MIT respectively. Both environments are user friendly, permitting rapid prototyping even by students. The conceptual model of ARIS seems to support more efficiently the Interactive Storytelling development since it provides abstract constructs like “scene”, “dialogs” and “quest”. The authors decided to develop a first prototype (which is described in the next section) using ARIS [21] because of its popularity and facilitation of the IS implementation. In the future, the same game will be developed using TaleBlazer in order to have a more thorough comparison among the two platforms.

VI. A Case of ISMAR Rapid Prototype Design

As follows from the existing successful analysis of games, the mystery narration genre is quite popular. A well designed mystery solving story seems an efficient way to engage students on task and make learning enjoyable, therefore this is a basic reason to choose it for our ISMAR game prototype. Mystery model in combination with inquiry pedagogical approach allows the player to a) collect and compare information from multiple and contrasting resources, b) exclude inferences by combining the collected data and c) choose the best solution while rejecting the tricky ones in order to solve mystery puzzles.

The subject of our game, “Rhodes K-nights” (Figure 1), concerns the medieval history of Rhodes Island in Greece. Rhodes Island in the southeastern of the Aegean Sea in Greece has long history, dating back to 400 B.C. Because of the famous medieval city of Rhodes, which is cultural heritage of UNESCO, the medieval history of the island is gaining more interest for ISMAR games design. The purpose of our game is to introduce the player to this historic period of the city and to learn about the Knights’ society, the palace and the Gothic and Renaissance architecture of the city.

According to the plot of the game, the player is a ghost hunter in our days who tries to catch a ghost of a knight who belonged in the Order of the Knights Hospitaliers of Saint John of Jerusalem who came to Rhodes in 1300 A.C. The ghost hunter is wandering inside the medieval city and the player collects data from scared virtual characters who admit that they have seen it. The player visits places in the city with cultural interest where the ghost was supposed to be and gathers information. At each location the player has to solve historical puzzles in order to move to the next challenge. The final scene of the game is in municipal garden of Rhodes where a special video-audio theater performance without actors is performed. There he/she realizes that the ghost is actually a trick of a sneaky bad guy, special effect technician of the theater whose gang wants to frighten the locals and the tourists and depose the current mayor, in order to avenge his dismissal from the municipal theater. The current version of the game provides one quest, which is the ghost capture by the player. It also contains three basic scenes, according to ARIS authoring tool terminology. The first scene
introduces the player to the story of the game. The second is the main scene in which the player hunts the ghost all over the medieval city. The third and final scene takes place outside the municipal garden where the player realizes the non-existence of the ghost and solves the mystery. “Rhodes K-nights” provides a single role for the player, that of a ghost hunter, but at the same time it has many agents, who are citizens of medieval city, shop keepers and tourists. Player interviews them to collect information and objects which are stored in his/her inventory. He/she also collects objects when he visits special locations like the palace or reads some plaques with important messages. Although the main part of the story takes place in the second scene, not all the objects and agents/characters appear at once from the beginning of the scene. The story unfolds gradually depending on the player’s actions. For example, the player has to talk to the tourist who stands by the fountain in the central square of the medieval city before he/she becomes able to see the black mark which looks like a human body on the wall of the old city.

VII. EVALUATION RESEARCH DESIGN

To evaluate our game, we conducted a case study on a small group of college students of University of the Aegean in Rhodes in order to compare the learning effects regarding the history of Medieval City of Rhodes and to estimate the level of engagement, motivation and collaboration of the students.

A. Participants

The participants of the experiment were seven students of University of the Aegean of Rhodes who accepted to play the game voluntarily. They made three groups of two students and one of them played the game alone. Each group played the game by themselves at different times and all the process was video-recorded.

B. Method

The game was played in Medieval City of Rhodes. Each group used their mobile phone in order to play the game. There was one device per group, except form the player who had no team. This forces the players to share the screen while following the flow of the game. For example, they share it to read the conversations with the visual characters or to see the items in inventory. The groups played the game at different times independently.

The researchers helped the students to download and install the game and ARIS application from Apple App Store at their mobile phones and gave them general instructions about the use of the app. Then each group played the game without any help. The walkabout of experimental groups in Medieval City were video-recorded.

C. Data Collection

The first tool of data collection was the videos that the researchers recorded during the play of the game. The second was a no name multiple choice learning test. This consisted of fifteen questions relevant to the story of the game and to the history of Medieval City of Rhodes. Each question had three possible answers from which only one was correct. The participants, in order to give the correct answer, had to remember information that was revealed from the conversations with virtual characters and from collection virtual objects while they were playing the game. The third was an anonymous questionnaire which consisted of thirty five, seven-point Likert scale questions. The answer for each question was an integer in the range one to seven. The number one corresponded to the most negative attitude and number seven to the most positive one. Finally, the fourth measurement tool was an interview which was conducted with all the students at the same time. During the interview, the participants were asked about the difficulties and the advantages of the game. Moreover, they proposed specific suggestions for the improvement of the game. Except of the multiple choice learning test which was used to measure the learning outcomes of the students about the history of the Medieval City, all the other tools were used to measure the engagement, the motivation and the collaboration of the students. All tests and the interview were conducted five days after the accomplishment of the experiment. In the following section, some of the most interesting results are summarized.

VIII. RESEARCH RESULTS

A. Learning Outcomes

According to results of multiple choice learning tests (Table II), all students except student S1 have answered only one or two questions incorrectly. The S1 has six wrong answers. The rate of correct answers is rather high since they concerned memorization of facts five days after the experiment and the participants did not know this information before.

Most of the wrong answers concerned a) historical places that are not so famous and there were few possibilities for the students to have heard anything about them before playing the game or b) answers “hidden” in long conversations with visual characters. This revealed that the students lost their attention while they were in long conversations with visual characters. Moreover, the researchers realized by the questionnaires and video recordings that the students had great desire to see the end of the story and catch the ghost, which led them to pass careless-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Right Answers / All Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>14/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>14/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>14/15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ly such long dialogues. For example, one student forced her teammate to give a fast answer to a question which she did not read at all in order to move to next challenge. Furthermore almost all students answered with number six or seven to the questions “How much do you like the story?” and “Do you wanted to find the ghost or just played for entertainment”, which shows that they all liked the story and they wanted to catch the ghost, which is a fact that reinforces our belief that the great desire of the players to reach at the end of the plot, led them to misunderstandings. Finally, all the students declared that they not only did they improve their knowledge about Medieval History of Rhodes but they also expected the game to include more historical information.

B. Engagement – Motivation – Collaboration Level

First of all, for most of the students except one, this was their first time playing an augmented reality game. Researchers believe that this fact plays a major role in the engagement and motivation because new technologies usually motivate and engage young people and especially students [35], [4]. As revealed from the questionnaires, the interview and the recording, the students seemed to like the game and the narration motivated them. As mentioned before, all students enjoyed the story because all of them wanted to win and catch the ghost. Moreover, they believed that the story was neither long nor short and so they didn’t get bored or tired while they were walking in the streets of Medieval City. The students noted as an important factor for engagement and authenticity the use of the medieval city as the scene of the story. This reveals an advantage of the location based MAR games. The duration of the game playing varied between an hour and an hour and a half. One student said in the interview that she was embarrassed when the game finished and wanted more. They also believed that the historical information did not distract their attention from the story. In some cases the cognitive load of a game is too much which results to lack of balance with story plot and distracts player attention from final purpose [40].In the question “if they will remove something from the game” all the participants answer “Nothing” and all of them would suggest the game to their friends. Finally, all of them answered that they would like to play again either Rhodes K-Nights or other Augmented Reality game which reveals that the students develop positive attitude about AR. According to questionnaires, all participants collaborated with their teammates except from the student who played it alone. The answers showed that the main reason of collaboration was decision making about the game, e.g. to select the correct answer to a question or to select a virtual character to talk with. However, the recordings reveal that the players were also collaborating intensively in order to be oriented in the Medieval City, although they didn’t mention it in the questionnaires. This happened because maybe they didn’t realize that the correct orientation was part of the game and part of location-based Augmented Reality applications in general. All the participants believed the collaboration was necessary and they wouldn’t prefer having played the game by themselves. The collaboration was face to face in front the device, students asked for a multi user version of the game so that they could collaborate through their devices. Finally, most of them (five students) wanted the game to be competitive and to play against the other team.

One basic limitation of the current version of the game is that it does not offer computer supported collaboration. In the future versions, the jigsaw collaboration scheme will be employed. Jigsaw collaboration is expected to reinforce role playing, which in turn as mentioned previously, encourages the collaboration resulting in increased engagement of the players and authenticity of the experience. Another direction for future development is the design of competition with opponents (e.g. including roles that support the ghost) which may make the game more challenging. Another limitation is the incomplete guidance instructions at some places of the Medieval City which resulted to meaningless wandering in the streets by the players for some time. Finally, the lack of open WiFi availability in the Medieval City makes possible the play of the game only by users with devices which support 3G/4G access to the internet.

The design of “Rhodes K-nights” could fit in school field trips or afterschool programs. The content of the game could serve students (age 12+), citizens and visitors who are interested in the local history of Rhodes or they just want to participate in an entertaining experience. Thousands of tourists visit the island every year. The “Rhodes K-nights” prototype has been developed in order to serve as an example for the mystery narration genre. It will be used for the training of learning designers in ISMAR applications design as well as a test bed for field experiments about ISMAR effectiveness for learning. The user friendly interface of ARIS may help teachers/designers to overcome the technological skills obstacles allowing them to participate in further extension of the game.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Interactive storytelling constitutes a new genre of literature which promises considerable learning effectiveness while sets new research questions. In parallel, MAR applications development is maturing in terms of cost and technological capabilities required, since the corresponding devices and the application development tools are getting cheaper and user friendly. This situation makes the development of ISMAR applications for learning and entertainment both feasible and attractive. ISMAR applications enable the offering of unprecedented [8] experiences with significant potential impact to learning and economy. Interactive Storytelling authoring meets a new area because of the location and context awareness of MAR technology. MAR as a new IS medium raises new opportunities, as well as challenges, for the story authors and the learning designers. The review of the available MAR development technologies shows that user friendly authoring tools are already available, accompanied with lively developers communities of practice. These tools, smoothing several obstacles, could enable a new generation of ISMAR applications to appear from the collaboration of learning designers, writers and subject matter experts. The theoretical analysis and the research review concerning the relation of ISMAR technology with learning, support the need for further study of best practices, the recognition of successful design patterns and the development of a rapid prototyping methodology in order to educate the learning designers, researchers, writers etc. how to develop ISMAR applications and thus to facilitate their experimental pedagogical research.
The critical review of existing examples of MAR Serious Games shows that the mystery narrative genre, based on science fiction themes in combination with the collaborative inquiry approach, outlines a successful pattern for the design of ISMAR learning applications. This design pattern was used as the basis for the production of the experimental ISMAR Serious Game “Rhodes K-nights”. The game will be used for learning designers training in rapid prototyping methodology. “Rhodes K-nights” future versions will also be evaluated experimentally with larger groups of players. The authors will also continue the current work in the direction of the professional development of learning designers, writers, researchers and educators, as well as to the exploration of the narrative genre impact to the efficiency of the ISMAR learning applications. Future work will include also the finding and/or development of exemplary ISMAR learning applications for each narrative genre in order to outline and evaluate the corresponding design patterns.
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